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A Fauna of the Tweed Area. By A. H. Evans. Pp . 262 + 

XXVIII . 21 Plates and a Map. (Edinburgh : David 
Douglas.) 30s. 

T H I S is the twelfth volume of Mr. Harvie-Brown's Vertebrate 
Fauna of Scotland. The Tweed Area covers the counties of 
Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk and Peebles, and penetrates to 
a small extent into Eas t Lothian and Mid Lothian, while it 
takes in the north-eastern corner of Northumberland, includ
ing Holy Island and the F a m e Isles. 

Following a bibliography Mr. Evans gives a good account 
of the physical features of this region, and then proceeds to 
a detailed discussion of its vertebrate fauna with the exception 
of the F I S H E S , which are to be t reated with those of the 
For th Area in the volume on t ha t region promised by Mr. W. 
Evans . We are here concerned with the B I R D S , which 
occupy a large portion (pp. 52-246) of the book ; but we must 
not fail to note, in passing, the extraordinary and conspicuous 
omission of the Rabbi t from the Mammals. 

Mr. Evans 's account of the birds is, with some important 
exceptions to be referred to later, on the whole a satisfactory 
piece of work, and though we could have wished for evidence 
of more personal observation than is given, the gathering 
together of the published records has been done with great 
care and discrimination. I t is somewhat curious t ha t Mr. 
G. Bolam, who is so very frequently quoted in this volume, 
and who has no doubt done more observation than anyone 
else in the area, should himself be writing a book, which we 
understand is now in the press. 

The Tweed area is a somewhat important one for the reason 
t ha t within or near its limits the northernmost point of the 
ranges of several species in Great Britain was reached until 
comparatively recent times, while in the case of a t least one 
bird—the Eider—the F a m e Isles provide its most southerly 
breeding place a t the present t ime. To the necessity of 
carefully reviewing the history of the status of such birds 
the author has been alive, and his careful historical accounts 
of the Hawfinch, Great Spotted Woodpecker, Stock-Dove, 
and other birds from this point of view are excellent. Mr. 
Evans is, however, stretching a point we think in consider
ing (p. xv.) the Red-backed Shrike, Nuthatch , Nightingale 
and Wryneck as "he re approximately a t the northernmost 
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point of their range in the United Kingdom," if by this he 
means their normal breeding-range, which we should put 
considerably to the southward. In this category Mr. Evans 
has greatly disappointed in one important bird—the Willow-
Tit. Although he has one positive record from Mr. W. 
Evans of the occurrence of this bird in the area, yet he 
heads the article Parus dresseri, and does not admit the 
Willow-Tit, although he acknowledges its distinction. This 
seems inconsistent, and in fact he brings no evidence to 
show that the Marsh-Tit has ever occurred in the area. 
The Marsh or Willow-Tit is, however, common and possibly 
both occur; this is the very region from which we require 
information, and it would surely have been an easy matter 
for Mr. Evans to have procured specimens from different 
localities, and made some attempt to define the status of 
these interesting birds. 

Some points of detail which we have noted, and some recent 
records which have not appeared in our pages, may be here 
mentioned seriatim. Only one Black Redstart and no Blue-
throat is recorded. The Lesser Whitethroat is noted on Mr. 
G. Bolam's authority as possibly breeding at Berwick in 
1902 and 1904. The Grasshopper-Warbler is said to be 
commoner than might be supposed from the account in 
" Yarrell." The breeding of the Nuthatch near Ednam 
(Roxburgh) in 1850, is considered authentic. The Yellow 
Wagtail is not recorded as breeding, and appears to be un
common even as a migrant. In a very full account of the 
Pied Flycatcher it is a pity that records undoubtedly due to 
passage-migrants have not been kept altogether separate 
from breeding records ; amongst the latter that of a nest and 
eggs found near Hawick (Roxburgh) on May 18th, 1901 
(Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1902, p. 79), seems to have escaped the 
author's notice. A Green Woodpecker is recorded from 
Linhope in the autumn of 1903. The Buzzard does not now 
breed. The Honey-Buzzard is considered the commonest 
Buzzard visiting the area, and was recorded as breeding in 
1897, by Mr. Bolarn (c/. supra, p. 85). The Hobby has not 
been proved to nest. A Night-Heron was taken in Holy 
Island about 1908, a Little Bittern near Eyemouth (Berwick), 
on May 18th, 1904, and a Spoonbill at Holy Island shortly 
prior to December, 1908. There are only two positive records of 
the occurrence of the Grey Lag Goose! Mr. Evans says that 
the Eider bred on the Coquets in Selby's time, " but seems 
to have vanished thence when the lighthouse was erected in 
1841." But Mr, Jourdain informs us that in 1856 Salvin 
took eggs there which are now in the British Museum. The 
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claim that the Turtle-Dove is extending its range northward is 
hardly justified by the records of its occurrence for this area, 
since only two are given for the last twenty years, and Mr. 
Evans's statement that " there can be little doubt that it is 
beginning to breed in our district," is not justified by the 
evidence adduced. The Red-legged Partridge should have 
been placed within square brackets, in our opinion, since it 
only gains a precarious place by reason of recent introduc
tions into the area. Mr. Evans calls the Wood-Sandpiper 
a rare summer visitor, presumably because it has onco (in 
1853) nested in the area. I t should have been called a 
vagrant. The statement in the footnote (p. 210) attributed 
to Mr. W. Evans, that these birds " not uncommonly remain 
with us for the whole summer," should perhaps refer to the 
Green Sandpiper, for the Wood-Sandpiper has very rarely 
been recorded in any part of Scotland, even as a straggler. 
The Great Crested Grebe has not yet been recorded as breed
ing. The date of the White-billed Northern Diver obtained 
by Mr. Abel Chapman at Holy Island is given correctly as 
Januarv, 1879, and not January, 1907, as stated in our Volume 
I., p. 295. 

In two important particulars Mr. Evans's work must be 
deemed unsatisfactory to modern requirements, and much 
that must be done has been left undone, and might have been 
at all events begun by the author of this volume. We refer 
to the want of exact information regarding (1) migration as 
observed in the area and (2) the occurrence of continental 
forms. 

The important subject of Migration is neither treated 
separately in the Introduction, nor has much trouble been 
taken to give accounts of the movements of each species. 
For examples, we are told of the Song-Thrush," Emigration 
takes place, to some extent, for the winter, and the number 
of individuals in the district may vary considerably with the 
influx of others from abroad." Of the Robin, that " About 
September our native stock is said to be augmented by 
immigrants, which remain with us during the cold season." 
Again, " Starlings are well known to be to a considerable 
extent migratory, and flocks often arrive on the coast in 
autumn." Such indefinite statements are really quite useless, 
and might have been made without any special local know
ledge. I t is surprising that they should appear in such a 
form in an important fauna. In the accounts of such easily 
observed birds as the Swallow, Martin, and Sand-Martin, 
we are only told when they arrive and when they depart, no 
mention being made of passage through the area. There is 
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indeed nothing of importance to be gleaned from the book 
by the student of migration. 

With regard to the occurrence of continental forms and 
their important bearing upon migrational movements, Mr. 
Evans is much behind the times. Since he calls the Marsh-
Tit Pa.rus dresseri we may presume that he recognizes that 
the British form is distinct from Parus p. palustris, and this 
being so; there is no reason why he should not recognize the 
distinctions of many other British forms. He does not even 
mention the existence of the Continental Song-Thrush. Robin, 
and Goldcrest, all of which must have occurred in this region. 
He recognizes that the British Great Spotted Woodpecker 
is distinct from the Scandinavian, but he dismisses the question 
of " passing visitors " without giving any details or saying 
whether he has examined any of them or not! The import
ance of modern methods of close work seems to be only just 
dawning on some of our ornithologists, and that Mr. Evans 
has fallen back from the point reached in recent avifaunas 
can only be regretted by those who look at the future rather 
than the past. 

In conclusion, we must say a word as to the excellence of 
the production of this volume, which is in the same good 
style as the previous ones, although it seems a pity, on the 
score of uniformity, that a different kind of paper should have 
been used. The series of plates from excellent photographs 
by Mr. W. Norrie, gives one an admirable idea of the region 
and its bird-haunts, although some of the prints are rather 
lacking [in ^firmness : the map is everything that could be 
desired. H.F.W. 

Report on the Immigrations of Summer Residents in the Spring 
of 1910 : also Notes on the Migratory Movements and, 
Records received from Lighthouses and Light-vessels during 
the Autumn of 1909. By the Committee appointed by 
the British Ornithologists' Club. (Forming Vol. XXVIII. 
Bull. B.O.C.). 21 Maps. Witherby & Co. 6s. 

THIS is the sixth annual Report of the Committee, and is 
in the same form as previous issues, except that the observa
tions on " unscheduled " birds and the autumn records have 
in many cases been condensed and connected. This has 
resulted not only in a saving of space, but has made these 
parts of the Report much more interesting and valuable, the 
autumn records being especially so. The arrival of migrants 
in the spring of 1910 appears to have been fairly normal, 
though it is noted that a few species were unusually late, and 
notably the Spotted Flycatcher, " the main body of which 
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did not arrive until June, while in some places Sedge-Warblers 
had not reached their breeding-haunts by the 13th of May." 

Amongst items of interest not hitherto recorded in our 
pages, we may note the following : Two Ring-Ouzels (Turdus 
torquatus) in south Devon in February, 1910. Chiffchaffs 
were again reported as seen all through the winter in 
Cornwall. A Wryneck (lynx torquilla) in Cornwall on March 
26th (an early date, but we see no good reason for the 
suggestion that it might have wintered there, especially as 
a single bird was recorded for Hampshire on March 14th), 
and another on Lundy Island on the night of May 9-10th. 
The Land-Rail (Crex praiensis) was again practically un
recorded from the south-eastern counties. Shore-Larks 
(Otocorys alpestris) were first noticed in S.E. Suffolk on 
November 11th, 1909, and were still present there on 
April 13th, 1910 (they have been noted as late as April 
22nd). A young male Aquatic Warbler (Acrocephalus 
aquaticus) was taken at St. Catherine's Lighthouse, Isle of 
Wight, on the night of September 17-18th, 1909, this being 
the second example recorded from that place (cf. Vol. I., 
p. 85). A male Firecrest (Regulus ignicapillus) was taken 
at the same Light at midnight, on October 17th, 1909. 
A single Gadwall (Anas strepera) is recorded from Hazel-
beach, Northamptonshire, on July 27th, 1909. Continental 
Song-Thrushes (Turdus m. musicus) are recorded from the 
Dorset and Isle of Wight Lights during the first ten days of 
April, 1910, with British Song-Thrushes, and between 
September 18th and 30th, 1909, on the Yorkshire coast, 
September 28th at the Isle of May, and September 22nd 
and 23rd on the north Norfolk coast. A Continental Robin 
(Erithacus r. rtibecula) is recorded at St. Catherine's on April 
8th, 1910, others from the Yorkshire coast from September 
17th to October 8th, 1909, and at St. Catherine's on 
December 11th Continental Goldcrests (Regulus c. cristatus) 
are noted on the Yorkshire coast between October 19th and 
November 2nd, 1909. (With these records cf. Vol. IV., 
pp. 245-6.) 

The determination of the Committee to carry on the inquiry 
for at least ten years (p. 9), will be applauded by all those who 
have studied migration in the field It soon becomes evident 
to the observer that, however careful and painstaking he may 
be, he can only see a fraction of what is really going on, and 
for that fraction he is dependent on many varying natural 
conditions. Thus only a series of observations over a number 
of years can bring any true results. H.F.W. 
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